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D-studio xD Virtual Builder is a fully integrated xD/4D environment with a high potential of 
data-manipulations, analytical functions, output formats and information-sharing. It is the 
only 4D solution with continuous dynamic links towards the original data-source-objects, 
like CAD, scheduling and others. The xD Virtual Builder operates in C/S on a SQL 
database or stand-alone. The modular approach offers anyone the appropriate method, 
while multiple production tools make it a complete solution.  
It’s application possibilities are very broad, going from interior move and space 
management to large-scale urban projects. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Build xD Models in 1-2-3 

1.1.1.1. Collect  data and link.  
Objects are linked from within the native 
data-source application by drag-and-drop. 
In the xd Builder they compose xD objects 
and the xD model.  

2.2.2.2. Manage the xD model in Builder en 
Viewer.  

 View. Analyse. Walkthrough the process. 
Modify. The dynamic links always keep 
your xD model up-to-date.  

3.3.3.3. Report. Publish. Share.  

  
xD/4D visualization is a technique where CAD/GIS-models, 
schedule, building costs, and other data are linked together into 
one integrated projectmodel. A real BIM. This way the 
construction process as well as other time-based aspects can 
be entirely virtually visualized, conflicts can traced, scenarios 
can be compared, reports generated, etc. 
 
Main advantages of xD modelling can be situated on fields as 
quality enhancement, reduced construction risks and effective 
communication. The latter is perhaps the most obvious. 
However, the earlier in the project design phase these xD 
integration techniques are used, the bigger the positive impact 
on project quality.  
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MODULES 
The modular approach of the xD Virtual Builder responds to different profiles within the project team. 
Whether it concerns technicians, planners, engineers, owners, stake-holders, contractors, broad 
public, governmental organisations, … they can all access the xD model with tools that cover to their 
needs. xD Builder, xD Viewer and xD Browser form the kernel modules. Specific extensions like the 
Report Generator complete the solution.  
 

 

The xD BUILDER is the heart of the solution. xD Builder connects existing 
information, available in CAD-models, schedule files, etc… into one 
integrated xD project model. And this simply by selecting objects and 
dragging them into the xD Objects. The interpretation of this xD data leads to 
4D visualisation, in-depth analysis, reporting and document production. All 
possibly automated by a proper scripting language environment.  
xD Builder is build around a SQL database, can operate in C/S of stand-
alone, is fully customisable and ready for integration in the company’s 
business processes.  
 
 

The xD BUILDER is intended for the technical project team. 
 

 

The xD VIEWER is based on an XML file based process-model, a export of 
the original centralised SQL datamodel. The xD Viewer is rather classic 
manager’s tool. It’s an all-in-one stand alone solution, including a powerful 
gantt-chart application, critical path analysis, time-space conflict visualization, 
2D/3D graphs, reporting tools, etc.  
 
 

The xD VIEWER is intended for project managers. 
 

 

The xD BROWSER is build around a XML/VRML model. This way, xD 
models can be published on corporate Internet sites or shared on Project 
portals. The xD Browser contains a series of web-components, designed in 
standard Web-technology, and ready to be integrated into any website. 
 
 

The xD BROWSER is intended for everybody involved. 
 

 
HIGHLIGHTS 
� Logical working environment with multiple different views on a integrated central data model 
� Significant set of powerful reporting and document production tools to publish project information. 

Powerpoint-presentations, movies, pdf-reports, …  are generated on-the-fly 
� Friendly user-interface with intuitive drag-and-drop functionalities.  
� Dynamic links towards the objects in de data source applications permit automatic updates and reloads od 

data source data. No data is imported !! 
� Multiple data-source interfaces for connection with AutoCAD®, Microstation®, MS Project®, Primavera®, 

Powerproject®, … etc 
� SQL Database for a real project model with a datagrid for xD Object manipulations 
� Modular structure  for simplified workflow management: xD Builder for planners, xD Viewer for managers, xD 

Browser for all 
� Publish and sharing of 4D/xD models on corporate Websites 
� Powerful analysis : visualization of time-space conflicts, time-based graphs, 2D en 3D graphs,  …  
� Integration with third-party applications and business processes based due to open standards. C/S 

architecture with database standards like XML, (My)SQL, ,… but also end-user applications like MS Office®, 
Powerpoint®,  Acrobat®, …  

� Complete and powerful navigation tools 
� Build in network scheduling tool with guidance for critical path, planning constraints,  …  
� Plugin for XML-based visualization and treatment of xD model within AutoCAD 
� Customization scripting language 


